






The Effect of The Changes of Reading Strategies Applied to Critical Reading.
An Investigation Applied Data- Mining
Yohe Okibayashi
　　 The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of the changes of the reading strategies applied 
to critical reading of academic articles.　42 undergraduates were participant of this study.　They were 
divided into 3 groups.　1) Apparent change: the participants of this group had different reading strategies 
in before and after group discussions.　2) No apparent change: the participants of this group had the same 
reading strategies in before and after group discussion.　3) No discussion: the participants of this group 
did not experience the group discussion.
　　 The texts produet by participats were analyzed in this experiment.　Those were gathered in before 
and after group discussions. Those texts data were analyzed applied the procedure of data-mining.　That 
calculated the category clusters.　It was clarified that different questions to participants cause the different 
category clusters.　Concretely, the texts product by participants’ questionnaire items “what is the good 
point of this text?” was not contained the apparent tendency.　The texts product by participants’ 
questionnaire items “where you should correct is in this text?” was contained the apparent tendency.
　　 The result of this study was indicate that the difference questionnaire items cause the different category 
clusters product by participants.　Moreover, the instructors of group discussions should be careful to 
choose the content of the topics in group discussion.
　












































































































































































を行った。その結果，刺激文要因の主効果（F(1, 9) = 0.17, 

































































































た。その結果，テスト時要因（F(2,33) = 89.04, p<.01）
















結果，テスト時要因（F(2,33) = 2.93, n.s.）とグループ要
因の主効果（F(1,33) = ,2.51 n.s.），および２要因の交互
























行った結果が Figure 1から Figure 4に示されている。
　このなかで，質問項目「良かったと思うところ」に
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